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ABSTRACT

Travelling salesman problem (TSP) is one the problems of NP-complete family, which means finding shortest complete 
close tour in the graph. This study seeks to solve this problem using Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm along with 
the proposed Discrete Nearest Neighborhood Algorithm (DNNA). DNNA finds shortest path among points by starting 
from an arbitrary point. In next steps this links will be a guide to make complete tour. In other words the links in partial 
tours have higher chance to be in the final solution. In order to improve the final solutions of a single created tour, The 
employee bees’ movement radius has been limited, because of avoidance of long random jump between nodes. To reduce 
the optimization time of the tours created by the artificial bee colony algorithm, the fixed-radius near neighbor 2-opt 
algorithm was used as well. In addition, 2 types of scout bee were used for to intensify the probability property of the 
algorithm. Also, convergence in the probability function of employee bees’ movement was prevented by increasing the 
number of route-creating tours. The first scout bee applies the proposed DNNA and the secondary scout bee improves 
the partial tours of employee bees in a probable way. Although Althought the average error of proposed ABC algorithm 
has been 0.371% higher than best solution of all methods, it could improve the solution of 3 problems with average of 
3.305%. The proposed algorithm has been better than basic ABC in all tested problems with average of 0.570%.
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NOMENCLATURE

i Flower number (feature) Pi Probability of choosing the flower i in the next 
move

li Distance between bee and flower i R Predetermined movement
lFarest Distance between the farthest point and the present point 

(eliminating previously seen points)
Uj Total unseen points 

lNearest Distance between the nearest point and the present point 
(eliminating previously seen points)

UR Total points in R radius

m Indicates the employee bee’s feature γ Coefficient of probability increase of choosing 
(desired number appropriate to the problem)

Maxscout Length of the longest link made by the scout bee at the 
beginning of the tour

λ 0 or 1 indicates whether the point is seen by the 
scout bee in the previous tour or not

Maxglobal Length of the biggest link in the shortest tour so far
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INTRODUCTION

Depending on its interpersonal interaction, honeybee's 
colony has been able to tackle crucial issues, such as 
foraging. Therefore, the swarm intelligence of honeybees 
has inspired researchers in unraveling complicated issues. 
Yonezawa and Kikuchi have studied the foraging behavior 
in bee’s colony and established the principles of swarm 
intelligence (Yonezawa & Kikuchi 1996). Schmickl 
evaluated honeybees foraging ability using modeling. He 
concluded that this behavior is adaptive to different 
conditions and always guides the colony towards an 
optimal solution (Schmickl, Thenius & Crailsheim 2005). 
Jakob compared ants and bees algorithms, in which the 
pheromone factor is removed. Based on his experiments, 
both algorithms are equally capable in guiding toward the 
right tour (Vesterstrom & Thomsen 2004). T. Sato and M. 
Hagiwara offered the genetic algorithm improved by 
foraging behavior of honey bees (Sato & Hagiwara 1998; 
Yonezawa & Kikuchi 1996). Karaboga offered the 
simulation of the foraging behavior algorithm to solve 
optimization problems, named artificial bee colony 
algorithm. In this algorithm, he organized the foraging 
process of honeybees more efficiently. As a result, the bees 
were categorized into three types of worker, onlooker and 
scout. Inspired by this collective behavior (Karaboga 
2005). Pham et al. offered an algorithm, i.e. bee algorithm 
which was applied in two and six-dimensional optimization, 
including near-optimal results (Pham et al. 2011). Lucic 
and Teodorovic tried solving samples of Travelling 
Salesman Problem using bee colony algorithm. The results 
of this study are indicative of bee colony algorithm’s 
capability in solving engineering and NP-Hard problems 
(Lucic & Teodorovic 2001). Teodorovic et al. continued 
to apply this algorithm in solving different engineering and 
management problems successfully (Teodorovic, Lucic, 
Markovic & Dell’Orco 2006). Teodorovic and Dell'Orco 
offered the optimization of bee colony, based on a study 
by Lucic (Dušan Teodorovic & Dell’Orco 2005). Nakrani 
and Tovey offered the bee algorithm for Dynamic 
Allocation in an Internet Server Colony. Based on the 
studies, this algorithm outperforms greedy or static 
algorithms (Nakrani & Tovey 2003). Wedde et al. improved 
the bee colony algorithm by introducing the concept of 
foraging areas, and applied this algorithm, i.e. Beehive 
Algorithm, to internet connection (Wedde, Farooq & Zhang 
2004). Bianco made use of bee colony algorithm in large-
scale navigation (Bianco 2004). Chong et al. applied the 
bee colony foraging algorithm to solve the Job Shop 
Scheduling problem (Chong, Sivakumar, Low & Gay 
2006). Navrat introduced a new method of searching the 
internet using bee colony algorithm (Návrat 2006). Quijano 

and Passino exploited the foraging behavior of honey bees 
to solve the resource allocation problem (Quijano & 
Passino 2010). Karaboga and Basturk improved the bee 
colony algorithm and applied it in many problems. As a 
result, they found out that this algorithm is capable of 
escaping local optima (Karaboga & Basturk 2007, 2008). 
Baykasoùlu et al. carried out a study on the algorithms 
inspired by the foraging behavior of honey bees and drew 
on the bee colony algorithm to solve generalized 
assignment problem (Baykasoğlu, Ozbakir & Tapkan 
2007). Karaboga and Akay made a few corrections to the 
bee colony algorithm (Karaboga & Akay 2011). Aghazadeh 
and Meybodi applied the bee algorithm along with 
Learning Automaton (Aghazadeh & Meybodi 2011). Wong 
et al. tried solving the Travelling Salesman problem (TSP) 
using bee colony algorithm along with Fragmentation State 
Transition Rule (FSTR) (Wong, Low, Chong et al. 2009). 
Travelling salesman problem (TSP) is one the problems of 
NP-complete family, which means finding shortest 
complete close tour in the graph. Bhagade and Puranik 
made use of the bee colony algorithm to solve car 
navigation problem. In this study, the Nearest Neighbor 
algorithm, along with bee colony, was used (Bhagade & 
Puranik 2012). Ji and Wu tried to solve car navigation 
problem with Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem with 
Time-dependent travel times condition (Ji & Wu 2011). 
Many types of TSP has been tried to solve by variety of 
methods during recent decades (Laporte, 2009). Many 
other researchers utilized bee colony as an acceptable 
meta-heuristic method for optimization in engineering 
problems (Gholipour, Khosravi & Mojallali 2013; Jiang, 
Yue, Li, Wang & Guo 2015; Tolabi, Moradib & Tolabia 
2013; Toloei, Zarchi & Attaran 2017).

Althought agent-based programming is harder and 
more complex than structured programming, it may 
improve the result of the algorithm and process time. Sahin 
et al. (2021) tested two multi-criteria and combinatorial 
ABC algorithms using mutation and crossover operators 
test suite that maximizes a fitness function combining 
various goals for object-oriented software. The experimental 
results reveal that introducing an archive into the ABC 
algorithm provides fast convergence compared to the basic 
ABC.

Kiran (2021) replaced the rule of solution update with 
XOR gate in binABC algorithm to solve the discretely-
structured solution space. The rest of components in 
binABC are the same as with the basic ABC algorithm. The 
proposed algorithm is first compared with the basic ABC 
and binABC on CEC2015 set. The comparision with basic 
ABC showed that it can be effective in solving binary 
optimization problems.

Wang and Szeto (Wang & Szeto 2021) tried to 
minimize the carbon dioxide emissions of the repositioning 
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vehicle besides achieving the target inventory level at 
stations as much as possible within the time budget. Two 
methods, namely heuristic and exact methods, are proposed 
and incorporated into the enhanced ABC algorithm to 
compute the loading/unloading quantities at each stop. The 
results showed that the algorithm can provide optimal for 
small instances.

In the present study, it is attempted to find a more 
suitable solution for TSP, making some alterations in the 
bee colony foraging algorithm.

THE PROPOSED ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY 
ALGORITHM

The general pseudo code of bee colony is as follows:
1. The first scout bee creates a partial tour using 

proposed Discrete Nearest Neighborhood Algorithm 
(DNNA).

2. The partial tour is saved in the hive and transferred to 
onlooker and employee bees.

3. The onlooker and employee bees, committed to the 
movement radius, complete the tour.

a. The employee bees with inefficient tours change to 
secondary scout bee.

4. The completed tour is optimized by fixed-radius near 
neighbor 2-opt (FRRN 2-opt)

5. The completed tour is examined

THE FIRST SCOUT BEE AND CREATING AN 
INCOMPLETE TOUR

The purpose of the first scout bee is creatingpartial tours. In 
the proposed algorithm, initially, the hive is placed outside 
of the graph of points (flowers). Now a scout bee leaves the 
hive and chooses a flower out of graph completely randomly 
and uses the DNNA to choose the next point, using the 
Nearest Neighborhood Algorithm (NNA) to move among 
the points, no further than where the nearest neighbor was 
previously seen. At this time, the first scout bee flies 
randomly to a point not seen before and continues the NNA. 
This algorithm is called discrete probable since the links are 
always unconnected and yields different random results 
depending on the chosen point, and does not form a close 
loop as well. The pseudo code of the first scout bees’ 
movement using proposed DNNA (Figure 1).

Generally, the scout bee’s flying pattern in the proposed 
algorithm can be explained in two phases: random 
movements only to choose the next point to start the NNA, 
and movements made by using NNA in order to make a link 
between the points. The moving process of a first scout bee 
is illustrated schematically in the figure 2. Figure 3 depicts 
the flowcahrt of proposed scout bee movements.

FIGURE 1. DNNA pseudo code

FIGURE 2. Procedure of first scout bee

FIGURE 3 Scout bee movement flowchart
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THE EMPLOYEE AND ONLOOKER BEE COMMITTED 
TO MOVEMENT RADIUS TO COMPLETE THE TOUR

At this phase, all the links created by the first scout bee is 
transferred to the employee bee and the beehive is located 
on a flower randomly. Based on the probability function, 
the employee bees develop a tour (equation 1, 2 & 3).

(1)

(2)

(3)

i: flower number (feature) 
Pi: probability of choosing the flower i in the next move
li: distance between bee and flower i
γ: coefficient of probability increase of choosing (desired 
number appropriate to the problem)
lFarest: distance between the farthest point and the present 
point (eliminating previously seen points)
lNearest: distance between the nearest point and the current 
point (eliminating previously seen points)
λ: 0 or 1 indicates whether the point is seen by the scout 
bee in the previous tour or not.

(1)

(2)

FIGURE 4. Regions of employee bee movement

As mentioned, λ can be 0 or 1. λ indicates the effect 
of not seeing the examined link by scout bee (or the 
previously seen link in the best and last tour which is 
applicable in the second tour onward). In this function, λ 
is a coefficient with an optional value (determined by the 
proposed algorithm user). This coefficient determines the 
impact of information saved in the employee bee’s memory 
(received from the previous tour or the first scout bee) in 

the proposed algorithm. In many probable functions in 
metaheuristic methods, λ coefficient is a number increased 
by rising the repetition cycles and yields convergence to 
one answer. 

Here, however, our purpose is to prevent global 
convergence. As a result, after finding the possible tour, λ 
coefficient is assumed fixed and not influenced by the 
number of tours. Therefore, the search is entirely random 
and does not lead to a solution.

The coefficient of a link being saved in employee’s 
memory is considered Ψ =lnormλ which can have three values 
in li equation: li = lfarest،li = lnearest, li ≠ lfarest&lnearest.

In li=lnearest, the numerator is zero, and as a result, Ψ 
coefficient (effect of previous information) would be zero 
as well. In other words, although this link is seen once 
(λ=1), no extra value or increased probability is attributed 
to it, due to previous observation (Ψ=1). In the second 
situation, in which li=lnearest, the numerator and 
denominator , as seen before, are equal. Therefore, γ=Ψ 
which indicates that the next flower, whose information is 
being estimated, is the nearest one and seen previously as 
well. In the third situation, which a value between the above 
2 cases is chosen, 1< Ψ< γ. It can be concluded that the 
proposed Ψ algorithm is under one of the following 
conditions:

li = lfarest  → Ψ=1
li = lnearest  → Ψ=γ

li ≠ lfarest & lnearest  → 1<Ψ<γ

Therefore, a previously seen tour could be finally 
influenced by a coefficient in the range γ ≤Ψ ≤ 1 (of course 
assuming λ=1). The coefficient γ is experimental and will 
be applied by the beehive (user) after repeating for a couple 
of times. In addition, as the probability of previously seen 
links in employee’s memory increases, the employee bee 
tends to follow its own memory, rather than the tour ahead 
(however, this tendency will be probable as well).

Following each choosing process, the employee bee 
does not continue its way, but is returned to the hive and 
introduces the tour it has followed since leaving the hive. 
The onlooker bees, whose number is chosen as much as 
the employee bees, examine the tours and rank them based 
on equation 3.

Index m indicates the employee bee’s feature (name) 
which has proceeded the rout as long as l, and is 
demonstrating it now. A δ will be dedicated to each 
employee bee by the hive (δm). This number will be 
rounded to the nearest number. Next, onlookers will be 

(4)
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sent after the employee bee to reach the end of the provided 
tour created by the employee bee. Figure 5 shows the 
employee bee movement flowchart.

FIGURE 5 The Employee bee movement flowchart

THE SECONDARY EMPLOYEE BEE

The employee bee, if δ is zero, would prevent getting back 
to the last point and continuing its tour. This time, it will 
leave the hive as a bee which has just left the hive and will 
forget all the points and the followed tour seen previously.

This employee bee, which creates part of the tour at 
once and then examines it, is called the “secondary scout 
bee”. Like other employee bees, the secondary scout bee, 
on its way back to the hive, publicizes its tour and starts 
recruiting.

THE 2-OPT ALGORITHM

At the end of a cycle of the proposed algorithm which was 
introduced and chosen as the best (and shortest) tour in the 
hive, the tour will be optimized by the 2-opt algorithm, 
which is done here by the 2-opt fixed-radius near neighbor 
algorithm, introduced by Bentley (Bentley 1992).

Examining both links in a complete tour, this algorithm 
tries to create a new shorter tour. Simply put, this algorithm 
prevents the links from crossing each other.

The 2-opt algorithm is really efficient. However, in 
order to improve a tour in a graph with N points, it is 
necessary that (N×N) controls the new tour, a time-
consuming process. Thus, at the end of each complete cycle 

the best tour is selected using a revised version of 2-opt 
algorithm, i.e. FRNN 2-opt, instead of the classic 2-opt 
algorithm. In this algorithm, the same method as 2-opt is 
applied to examine the links. While the searching time 
consumption, one of the classic 2-opt’s shortcomings, will 
be reduced and optimizing the sites of choosing the 
candidate links to be replaced.

The revised 2-opt method is based on the experimental 
observation that if we want to make an alteration between 
the two links resulting in a shorter tour, at least the length 
of one of the two interchanged links must be reduced after 
applying 2-opt. in other words, if one of the links is 
supposed to be candidate as the one to reduce the length 
of the tour, it must be replaced with the shorter links only. 
Thus, we must look for the points in a radius as long as the 
candidate link that would be shorter whenever the intended 
link was eliminated and linked to the point. As demonstrated 
in the image, searching around D point and examining only 
the three DC, DB and EB links has resulted in a shorter tour 
(Figure 6).

FIGURE 6.Procedure of edge change in FRNN 2-opt algorithm

Since the employee bees’ moving pattern is pre-
determined here, no multiple and complicated crossing will 
occur. As a result, the FRNN 2-opt algorithm, however less 
capable, has been able to optimize the tour efficiently (Wong, 
Low & Chong 2009).

GLOBAL SEARCHING AND THE HIVE’S MEMORY

In order to conduct a global search, the best tour of the 
previous cycles will be transferred to the next. Thus, the 
search will be conducted around the best solution, and a 
better global solution will be build. In other words, the local 
search is always carried out around the global search, and 
getting stuck in local optima is prevented by revising the 
links provided by the first scout bee at the beginning of each 
cycle producing new unconnected links.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed algorithm was applied on sample travelling 
salesman problems by repeating the cycle for 1500 times 
and with γ=2 parameter. For this purpose, MATLAB software 
and a computer with Intel CORE ™ i7 processor and 6GB 
RAM was used. 
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Table 1 compares the solution of the proposed ABC 
algorithm with the the best solution of all methods and the 
basic ABC algorithm (Lucic & Teodorovic 2001). 
Comparison with the basic ABD algorithm shows whether 
the proposed algorithm could improve it or not.

Comparison with the best solution also shows how 
capable the proposed ABC algorithm is in solving the TSP 
problem. Althought the error of proposed ABC algorithm 
has been 0.371% higher than best solution of all methods, 
it could improve the solution of 3 problems with average of 
3.305%. The proposed algorithm has been better than basic 
ABC in all tested problems with average of 0.570%. It can 
be seen the error percentage of proposed ABC algorithm has 
not been dependent on the number of points of TSPs, thus it 
can be inferred that the random parts of the proposed 
algothim would functioned well. The last column of table 1 
state the amount of processing effort which is needed for 
solving each problem. As it shows the relation between 
problem complexity and process time is exponentional, 

which is the nature of NP-family problems and shows the 
procedure of proposed algorithm can be logical.

Table 2 shows the comparison between propose 
algorithm and other well-known heuristic algorithms. The 
best solutions are in bold type. It shows that the solutions of 
proposed algorithm in the tested problems were better than 
other thee heuristic algoritms. It should be mentioned other 
heuristic algorithm was applied in the basic form.

This research aimed to improve the basic ABC algorithm 
in two ways. On the one hand, the proposed algorithm 
attempts to build a better initial solution so that it can be 
more easily optimized in later steps. It is a common method 
for improving heuristic algorithms.

On the other hand, the initial route is made by building 
partial tours and connecting them to each other. These partial 
tours are optimum for some points.

Furthermore, the long jumps were avoided by using a 
spesific radius which influence the probabilty of selection 
of farther points. 

TABLE 1. Comparing the results of proposed  ABC algorithm and best solution

Problem

The best value 
achieved by the 
proposed ABC 
algorithm (P)

The best 
solution of all 
methods (A)

Error percentage 
comparing with 
the best of all 

methods

The best value 
achieved by 

ABC algorithm 
(B)

Error percentage 
comparing 

with the ABC 
algorithm

Average CPU 
process time 

(Second)

bayg29 9074.1000 9074.148 -0.001 - - 344
att48 33523.7085 33523.709 0.000 - - 786
Eil51 428.8718 426.000 0.674 - - 1189

Berlin52 7544.3659 7542.000 0.031 7544.366 0.00 1200
St70 677.1096 675.000 0.313 678.621 -0.223 2967
Pr76 108280.4566 108159.000 0.112 108790 -0.471 3477
Eil76 555.7688 545.388 1.903 - - 4896
gr96 512.6912 512.309 0.075 - - 7358

Kroa100 21311.0000 21282.000 0.136 21441.5 -0.612 8468
kroaC100 20880.2012 20750.763 0.624 - - 10538

lin105 14529.5632 14382.996 1.019 - - 12687
gr120 1649.3278 1666.509 -1.031 - - 28617
ch130 6199.4062 6110.861 1.449 - - 426973
ch150 6659.0000 6528.000 2.007 - - 58621
gr202 501.1347 549.998 -8.884 - - 97530

Tsp225 4044.7201 3916.000 3.287 4065.56 -0.515 117737
A280 2697.4771 2579.000 4.594 2740.63 -1.600 253906

Average (%) 0.371 - -0.570
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TABLE 2. Comparing the results of proposed ABC algorithm and other algorithms
Algorithm Proposed ABC algorithm

(Iteration=1500)
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)

(Iteration=1500)
Genetic Algorithm (GA)

(Iteration)
Simulated Annealing (SA)

(iteration=2000)Problem
bayg29 9074.1000 9685.3581 9074.1480 9151.2852

(1243)
att48 33523.7085 40884.4343 33784.0270 34498.3812

(2489)
Eil51 428.8718 576.779 440.0559 442.1317

(4031)
Berlin52 7544.3659 9640.0343 7739.6099 7967.8442

(3337)
St70 677.1096 939.1902 682.6597 710.4497

(4681)
Pr76 108280.4566 123561.3258 116337.6020 116549.1685

(5091)
Eil76 555.7688 599.3587 554.7059 580.6342

(9034)
gr96 512.6912 545.3682 527.2520 539.228

(6329)
Kroa100 21311.0000 23698.1290 22197.2059 22357.1772

(5210)
kroaC100 20880.2012 21983.3698 21752.3650 21677.3694

(9035)
lin105 14529.5632 15684.3987 14880.6031 15111.2439

(9547)
gr120 1649.3278 1698.3579 1753.4668 1683.1326

(9677)
ch130 6199.4062 6821.2679 6765.6444 6344.4263

(9678)
ch150 6659.0000 7561.3192 7606.6787 7030.1595

(9515)
gr202 501.1347 532.6872 546.6265 517.2730

(9990)
Tsp225 4044.7201 7235.2587 69211.5141 6827.9882

(9792)
A280 2697.4771 2932.5781 2817.7865 2936.0204

(3780)

CONCLUSION

Based on the results, revising the bee colony algorithm 
provides better solutions to the travelling salesman problem. 
As a result of applying DNNA algorithm, ABC algorithm 
started the solving process with a better solution. It was 
observed that DNNA has created edges as much as at least 
50% of the points. 75% of these edges were observed in 
final optimized tours, indicating how valuable the created 
edges by DNNA are. Simultaneously applying the limiting 
strategy to the movement radius of employee bees, which 
has reduced and simplified the crossing of edges, and 2-opt 

in FRNN algorithm instead of 2-opt algorithm, has reduced 
the time consumption and reserved optimization quality of 
created tour by ABC algorithm. Applying the DNNA 
algorithm at the beginning of each cycle of creating tour, 
has helped preventing from getting stuck in local optimization 
and analyzing other possible optimizations. 
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